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To All Our Friends, Past, Present and Future
Your support means the world to us

Y
ou might have seen a couple of
the ads bouncing around in our
paper, or heard word of it online,

but I personally wanted to talk to you, the
reader, about what Friends of Weekly
Alibi is. Weekly Alibi has been publishing
since 1992, a friendly guide to the city
and it’s going-ons. What started as a
small publication meant to help highlight
all the things that make the city so
enjoyable grew into the second largest
paper in the state. We’ve grown and
changed throughout those years, and it’s
thanks to the help of readers like you that
it has been possible.

Right now things have gotten tight.
We’ve managed to hold things together
through thick and thin and continue
doing what we do best: highlighting the
impact businesses and events have on our
day-to-day lives. We want to continue that
tradition, even if right now it’s not
necessarily possible because of
quarantine. That’s where FOWA comes
into play.

Our advertisers are hurting more than
they ever have before, and some may not
come back at all. We’ve put together a
way to help support us so we can
continue to support them in the future.
You can donate, either on a recurring
subscription basis or through a one-time
offering, and allow us to support the staff
that come together to make the magic
happen every week. These funds go to
ensuring the people who bleed and sweat
over keyboards continue to be
compensated for the work they do. Our
writers, our production staff, our web
team and our oversight team all play
different key roles in getting a paper into
your hands week to week.

As the most junior of writers on staff, I
know that it might seem that maybe my
insight and love for this doesn’t come
from a place as deeply held as someone
who has been on staff and writing for
decades. Maybe that is true. But I hold a
different space for Weekly Alibi in my heart
than others on staff. I’m young (maybe
too young, some might argue), and was
born three years before the paper began.
For as long as I’ve been alive, the paper
has been in my eye. How could you not
want to stop and read the colorful pages
that stood out, tempting you to grab a
free copy? It was an obsession of mine
from the youngest ages I could

remember. It was different, it wasn’t
stuffy, it was fun and unique, especially
compared to the paper my parents would
read. Sure, I couldn’t attend most of the
events written in it, but I could hear
about them and pretend I could.

It was an integral piece of my life and
most likely yours too, if you’re reading
this. As I grew older with it, I remember
ravenously reading the movie section and
idolizing Devin D. O’Leary. I was
starstruck during my interview with him,
finally meeting the person who had
written so much of the content I
consumed growing up. I was even more
awestruck that I was entrusted to write

about food, to help create that culture
that I engaged in for so many years. I
had found a home with the writers who
defined the alternative culture coverage
of the city, and I felt a sense of pride in
my work unlike anything I’d ever done
before.

I know that currently, we’re facing
tough times, but ultimately, we’ll be back
and bigger than ever. What more could
people want after isolation than to go out
and enjoy the company of others again?
To stand in a room with others, all part of
a single experience and celebrating the
joy of human interaction. We’ll be there
to cover that. We’ll be there to tell you

which restaurant is back in action with
new and interesting choices to delight
your taste buds after you’ve spent a
month eating ramen and PBJ
sandwiches. We’ll highlight the art your
eyes have missed experiencing in person,
the stories you’ve yearned to hear told
and the shows you’ve longed to see. We
hope you’ll be able to support us in our
time of need, with the promise that when
this is all just a dark memory, we can
continue supporting you and the city.

For more information on how to support

independent journalism, visit us at alibi.com and

click on our “Friends of Weekly Alibi” banner. 

HUMBLE BEG | FRIENDS OF THE ALIBI by Dan Pennington

We love you DAN PENNINGTON
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NEWS | OPINION by Dan Pennington

Fools On Parade
What happens when you rage against the wrong machine

I
wish I was coming to you with a hard-
hitting story about the New Mexico Civil
Guard, a group of paramilitary

individuals who created a local armed forces
group to stand at protests and decide who
deserves protecting and who doesn’t. I wish I
had a photo that encapsulated the madness
these people have caused, showing up to
peaceful protests armed like Tony Montana
facing the fall of his empire—the recent
Oñate gathering at Tiguex Park being just
one example. I wish I could express the fear
people have felt with their presence in a
situation that needs no escalation. Sadly, I
don’t have that perfect summation. 

What I have is a ragtag group of
individuals proudly waving and idolizing the
flag, while blatantly ignoring the US Flag
Code § 8. Respect for flag: (d) The flag
should never be used as wearing apparel,
bedding, or drapery.” What I have is a picture
of a handful of people protesting their right
to be free while putting themselves, others
and their children at risk by being mostly
maskless in public, shouting and cheering
that they are free to endanger others. What I
have is a group of people gathered to

celebrate a country they believe is free, happy
and well, while standing atop steps that have
“Black Lives Matter” written at the base,
missing the irony of it all. 

This 4th of July was a difficult one for the
country. Some 133,000 people have died of
COVID-19 at the time of this article
publishing, and sadly that number will
probably skyrocket in conjunction with the
rapid rise of cases. 

Americans came out en masse to yell out
against police brutality towards our BIPOC
community members and have been met with
even more brutality instead. Tear gas is being
fired on our citizens by the very force that was
supposed to protect them. Our soldiers had
bounties placed on their heads, and the
President did nothing to stop it. Yet here we
are, watching a small group gather on a
Saturday morning to say that we’re living in a
dictatorship because someone told them they
have to wear a piece of cloth on their face. 

They are right on one thing; this is a free
country. Their freedom of speech allows them
to be mad at whoever they want, and to tell
people openly about it. Our freedom of press
allows us to highlight the absurdity of this all
by looking at the situation from afar. They

stood on those steps and chanted “My body,
my choice” in regards to masks, but might
never speak that to a woman’s right to safe
abortions. America cannot be the greatest
country in the world if so many of her citizens
are suffering. She cannot support a system
that is crumbling under its own weight. 

I don’t have a clean and tidy end to this
story. This story comes from a place of
frustration with the state of things. It comes
from watching unarmed BIPOC draw throngs

of police to their protests, while members of
this self-styled militia group who show up
armed to the teeth are left to their own
devices. I highly recommend you check out
the article by Matthew Reisen at Albuquerque
Journal, who did such a phenomenal job on
his story, that I genuinely felt at a loss to try
and add anything. So here it is. Thoughts
from a man who wishes things were better,
and has a voice to call for it. Choose kindness
and compassion, everyone.  a

“It’s nice to see the same 40 people over and over.” -An attendee of the protest
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Non-Profits Shouldn’t Be Afraid To Take A Stand
Local charity asks who your organization stands for

After the death of George Floyd at
the hands of police officers in
Minneapolis, MN on May 25 this

year, a fire was lit across the globe in
response to police brutality and racial
injustice. This fire has not, as we enter
July, been extinguished. As a matter of
fact, it has spread. Chants crying out,
“Defund police,” “Black lives matter” and
“I can’t breathe” can be heard and seen in
all corners of the United States. Pair that
with our current state of living in a
pandemic during an election year and,
well, there has been somewhat of a line
drawn in the sand among those in protest
and those that would wish to quash
marches in the streets demanding a better,
more just future for our children. Whether
you like it or not, this is political. Despite
which camp you claim to be a part of,
political opinion and agenda are situated
slap in the middle of it all. 

As the leader of a local nonprofit, I feel
I speak for many other organization
representatives when I say this is a tricky
environment to navigate. At least it can
certainly feel that way. Donor approval of
mission, performance and alignment to
values often dictate the lifeblood that is
private funding. While, sure, grants and
other sources of public funding may be
less impacted, the reality is that nonprofits,
like ours, depend on the personal and
collective investment in the mission by its
community. With a strong precedence for
transparency, ethics and impact to
maintain a solid standing in the nonprofit
industry, the introduction of this year’s
global and national crises add a whole new
layer of challenges to navigate. 

There have been many, many times that
I have skirted comments from large
donors that were political in nature–
because, after all, we are not a political
organization–to ensure that I maintain a
passive and somewhat mysterious political
identity as the one carrying the flag for
our organization. Our event committees
have toiled, at times, over how to engage
political figures in our communities with
the work we do, all the while without
“offending” or “being off-putting” to some
donors with different political leanings.

And sure, it is certainly important to
remain on mission, to speak to your work
and to ensure it is not colored by any
particular opinion base–our work should
stand beyond that of politics … right?

Though I have to wonder: Is the idea of
human services not somehow inherently
“political?” The existence of nonprofit
work is such to fill gaps where critical
needs are not being sufficiently met (or
not being met at all) by our governmental
institutions. Food banks exist because too
many people do not have proper access to
food. Free health clinics exist because
there are very real barriers to acceptable
health care. Shelters exist because there
are too many individuals experiencing
homelessness. Mental health services are
so critical to help the many in our
communities living with mental illness but
not with resources for treatment. The
point is, the system is inadequate. Those
employed and emboldened to help others
are filling the holes in the system, and
thus, believe in leaning into the raw reality
of those who are disenfranchised,
traumatized or abandoned. They believe
in stepping in to do something about it. But
the ability to do such work requires the
favor of our constituency. So, when we are
called to speak up about injustice, there is
real trepidation around damaging that
favor with those who might disagree.
Charged with caring for those we serve,
there is fear of creating a response that
could negatively impact how critical
services are delivered. Many nonprofits
have been quiet. And I get it. 

But to those nonprofit leaders, I ask
you, what do you stand for? Who does
your organization stand for? What are your

values? I asked myself and my leadership
this as we watched crowds erupt in cities all
over the globe, families argue on social
media, and felt our hearts break for our
country. This may be political, but more
than that, it is about humanity. Racial
injustice is more important than red or
blue, more directly infringing on basic
human rights, and is, unequivocally,
wrong. 

As a founder I can easily access vivid
memories of the first days of Paws and
Stripes. Tracing our mission back to its
roots, its inspiration, and the very soul of
why it remains today, ten years later,
reveals it was our system’s failure to serve
our people. Paws and Stripes’ mission is to
serve military veterans living with trauma
and to save a dog’s life along the way. Our
veterans are just as much a part of our
community as any group, and,
furthermore, are themselves an incredibly
diverse population. Men, women, in their
twenties all the way to their seventies, all
ethnicities, all sexual orientations and so
many more identities have walked through
our doors asking for the same thing–to get
their lives back. Many have looked death
in the face, both overseas and in their own
eyes battling suicide. Many have faced
brutal sexual trauma in the military. Too
many times have I heard, “This is my last
chance, I am at the end of my rope.”
These men and women felt unheard,
undervalued and incredibly isolated. 

Today and for many years, there are
more voices in our country that are crying
to be heard, to be valued and to be seen as
they truly are. They are crying out for
justice and for actualization of the freedom
that our nation promises. 

It might feel scary, but as leaders in the
world of human services, nonprofit and
philanthropy, it is the very fabric of our
work to speak up for those who need a
voice. Black lives matter. There is a certainty
that not all of your donors will agree with
this, and that is okay. We must still be
courageous. We must speak up with love,
with respect, with kindness and with
integrity. If we are here to play our part in
ushering in a better world, then let’s get
on with it. a
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Dateline: United Kingdom
People have been defecating on the lawn of
the Queen of England. According to CNN

walkers have been relieving themselves on
the grounds of Balmoral Castle, the
Queen’s 50,000-acre estate in the Scottish
Highlands. Employees have reportedly
discovered soiled wet wipes that have been
disposed of on the castle’s grounds.
“Disappointed to see so many wipes
discarded on the Estate today,” wrote an
employee on Balmoral’s Twitter account.
“Next to paths and monuments. Please
remember there are no public toilets open
for miles around at the moment.” The
problem might be an unforeseen side
effect of COVID-19 lockdown measures.
“Part of the problem is that we are seeing a
lot of non-biodegradable wipes being
discarded in the countryside,” the
Balmoral wrote. “Also, people are choosing
to relieve themselves right next to busy
paths or monuments rather than move a
little bit further away to avoid
contamination.” Staff went on to
encourage people to “pee” at least 30
meters (around 98 feet) from natural
bodies of water. “If you need to defecate,
do so as far away as possible from
buildings, paths, water courses and farm
animals. Bury faeces in a shallow hole and
replace the turf.” The Queen and
members of her family have spent their
time during the pandemic at another royal
estate at Windsor, near London.

Dateline: The Earth
A new perfume will allow you to
experience the smell of outer space
without having to put on a spacesuit. A
new Kickstarter campaign is looking to
manufacture a “smell of space” perfume
called Eau de Space. According to CNN

the scent was developed at the behest of
NASA over a decade ago by chemist Steve
Pearce. The agency was impressed by his
work at a scent exhibition in which he
recreated the smell of the inside of the Mir
Space Station. NASA leaders wanted
Pearce to recreate the smell of space so that
astronauts would have less surprises during
missions. Pearce gathered astronaut
accounts of the unique scent, described as
smelling smoky and bitter—like ozone, hot
metal, raspberries, rum and seared steak.
“It’s kind of like a smell from a gun, right
after you fire the shot,” said Peggy
Whitson, an astronaut and former resident
of the International Space Station. Now,
the company Eau de Space has acquired
the scent and wants to mass manufacture it

so that everyone can “experience the Smell
of Space for themselves.” According to the
Eau de Space’s Kickstarter campaign, the
company has “partnered with award
winning perfumers, some of the best in the
world, and secured the rights to launch this
product exclusively. Our team consists of
top Fashion, Tech, Design, and Logistics
experience—all with a desire to increase
STEM through experiential education.”

Dateline: Alabama
Health authorities in one Alabama county
claim that college students have been
gathering for “COVID parties” in an
attempt to infect each other with the
deadly virus. ABC News reports that officials
in Tuscaloosa, Ala. believe that they have
confirmed rumors that have been
circulating about the parties. Tuscaloosa
Fire Chief Randy Smith told the City
Council, “We did some research. Not only
do the doctors’ offices confirm it, but the
state confirmed they also had the same
information.” Smith said that a number of
parties had been held within Tuscaloosa
County in recent weeks. City Councilor
Sonya McKinstry said party organizers were
purposefully inviting infected guests to the
parties as part of a gambling game. “They
put money in a pot and they try to get
COVID. Whoever gets COVID first gets the
pot. It makes no sense,” McKinstry said.
“They’re intentionally doing it.” Hours
after the briefing, the Tuscaloosa City
Council unanimously passed an ordinance
requiring residents to wear face coverings
while in public.

Dateline: Israel
A food company plans to manufacture 3D
printers that will be able to produce plant-
based steaks that imitate real beef. Reuters

reports that Israeli start-up Redefine Meat
plans to launch the printers next year. The
company claims that the machines will be
able to print around 44 pounds of food an
hour at a lower cost than real meat. CEO
Eshchar Ben-Shitrit told reporters that the
new food will improve on the texture of
current plant-based meat alternatives.
“You need a 3D printer to mimic the
structure of the muscle of the animal,” he
said. “Our technology will be available in
selected top restaurants in Europe this
year, before we focus on scaling it up
during 2021,” CEO Giuseppe Scionti said.
The company reportedly raised $6 million
last year alone—with most of it coming
from CPT Capital, a prominent investor in
Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods.
Barclays financial services projects that
alternative meat sales will reach $140
billion by 2029. Experts say the market is
looking for improvements in texture and
flavor. Spanish competitor Novameat is
reportedly working on a 3D-printed
imitation pork cut. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird

news to josh@alibi.com.



campaigns that ended in established
Democrats taking the nomination in
the end. But he did what other
candidates in the party haven’t been
able to do since Obama, which is get
young people excited to be heard. The
benefit to his campaigns has been
pushing the Democrats’ platform more
to the left, but not enough to affect
any real party change. Biden, for all
his history, is fairly centrist when you
get to the brass tacks of his campaign.
Looking at the social progressive
programs instituted in the past, you
can clearly see a disparity. So what’s
the deal?

Ain’t No Party Like A
Political Party, Will
Political Parties Please
Stop?
At the end of the day, it comes down
to party lines. A gallup.com poll shows
that “57 percent say there is a need
for a third, major political party, while
38 percent of Americans believe the
current two-party system does an
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Is the DNC DOA?
Generational gaps show disparity between party, young voters

M any of our readers question
our near complete refusal to
cover President Trump with

our paper, and there’s good reason for
it. The near non-stop coverage of his
madness leading up to the convention
where he properly secured the
nomination helped place him as the
only topic we would hear about and
led to what has been an inarguably
disastrous four-year tenure in the
White House. We don’t have much to
contribute that others have already
said, and even if we did, we would just
be adding to the noise. But here we
are, four months away from a new
election, and excluding third-party
candidates, we’re stuck with Joe Biden
and Donald Trump as the choices
available. 

Here’s the issue: I’m not young by
most stretches of the imagination, but
I’m not old yet either. Millennials,
which I am proud to include myself as
one of, were born between ’81 and ’96.
I sit in the center at ’89. Growing up I
was what many would consider a
moderate Republican (for the time
period), up until I hit college and had
reached voting age in ’08, the year
Obama and McCain ran. Rather than
follow blindly in the footsteps of
family, I looked into candidates about
issues that were important to me.
Given access to their platforms
through the world wide web, I found
myself agreeing that Obama was more
in line with the world views I had
developed—though for the record, I
was (and still technically am) friends
with the John McCain campaign page
on Myspace. I felt and saw my voice
heard with a candidate who openly
spoke to my struggles and desires to
improve a country I had spent my life
being a part of, something I felt was
missing in his Republican counterpart. 

You Make Socialist
Sound Like a Bad Thing
Enter Senator Sanders, a man who
popularized the term “Democratic
Socialist” and who ignited the fire to
engage in politics in a younger
generation. I’ll be the first to say it:
Statistics show Millenials just don’t
show up to vote anywhere near the
numbers Baby Boomers and Gen X do.
According to pewresearch.org Gen Z,
Gen X and Millennials cast 62.2
million votes in the 2018 midterms,
while Boomers and older generations
cast 60.1 million. It was the first time
our generations actually outvoted the

NEWS | OPINION   by Dan Pennington

older demographics, and it was just
barely. For reference, in 2014, only
approximately 32 million votes by
younger demographics were counted,
versus 58 million from Boomers and
up, with eligible voters being 126
million and 98 million, respectively.
This is to say, it’s getting better
rapidly. Finally, younger voices are
actively challenging the older
generations, and research shows they
are far more left-leaning than those
who came before. 

Looking at even more data from
pewresearch.org, no matter how you
interpret the data, younger
generations are moving farther left,
even on the Republican side of things.
“On views about race relations, Gen Z
Republicans are more likely than older
generations of Republicans to say that
Blacks are treated less fairly than
whites. Among Republicans, 43
percent of Gen Zers say this,
compared with 30 percent of
Millennials and roughly 20 percent of
Gen Xers, Boomers and Silents. Gen Z
Republicans are also much more likely
than their GOP counterparts in older

generations to say increasing racial
and ethnic diversity in the U.S. is a
good thing for society. On each of
these measures, Democrats’ views are
nearly uniform across generations.”
While it feels like this should be
relatively straightforward with basic
evidence, the fact is many from the
older generations lived through the
Civil Rights movement and felt the
progress achieved was enough to
create equality, something we have
known is still far from correct. Even
when it comes to the role the
government plays in our lives, 70
percent say the government should be
doing more to assist the people (social
programs, healthcare, global warming,
etc.) versus Boomers at 49 percent and
Silent Gen at 39 percent. The point is,
data is showing the generational drift
is actively moving aggressively left. 

Why is any of this important to the
upcoming election? It’s because while
society is moving left, candidates
aren’t. Senator Sanders, AKA My Boy
Bernard, is arguably the most well-
known leftist candidate. He has run
two surprisingly successful primary

The BLM protests have seen more youth engagement than ever before. JOSHUA SANTOS
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adequate job of representing the
people.” We as a country need to have
a “come to Jesus” talk about the two-
party system. To believe Americans are
either A or B, with only negligible
portions of the population being
third-party or independent, is an all-
together wild concept. Diversity is
reigning king of America, but for
many of us, we shoehorn ourselves
and each other into one of two
columns and call it a day. Biden right
now is failing to speak to younger
voters, who have shown that they are
eager to speak and be heard. His
platform has yet to hit a chord and
resonate with those of us under 50,
and his votes from this generation are
being cast as anti-Trump, not pro-
Biden, myself included. Even Jo
Jorgensen, the Libertarian candidate,
isn’t speaking to the wants of the
younger generation en masse, opting
to stand with the party ideals of less
government, less tax and more power
to corporations to exist unfettered. 

The Party for Socialism and
Liberation has been making waves in
the political scene and gaining slow
traction, but they want to exist more
left of Sanders, which is a hard sell

Arguably one of the most damning graphs from the study of Gen Z versus Boomers. 

NEWS | OPINION   by Dan Pennington

considering Sanders himself is
considered “too extreme” for many.
We’ve reached a point as a country
where we can no longer functionally
find balance because of extremes, and
it’s reaching a boiling point where no
one is truly happy. Even many
Republicans are (finally) starting to
distance themselves from Trump-style
Republicanism. The Washington Post
found that, since March, his approval
rating with Republicans has slowly
been declining. There are not hard
and fast numbers to directly point to
and say “Ah-ha! It’s happening!” but
there is enough evidence to support
that the cult of personality is losing its
glamour. 

But let’s look at the Democratic
National Committee. With the
Republican party moving aggressively
right in the past election cycle, why
are Democrats holding the middle
ground? If Democrats continue to stay
in the middle with the counterparty
moving right, all compromises will just
continue sitting in Republican
territory. The party will eventually be
pulled in the same direction in order
to continue their compromise, and
before we know it, the DNC will look

like the Republican party of the ’80s.
How do we make a change? 

Penny For Your
Thoughts But A Dollar
For Your Insights
The biggest step forward is to hold
our officials accountable. If younger
voters want to be heard and want to be
considered, then speaking up for a
more progressive platform is key.
Thankfully, with social media, that has
never been easier. Being able to reach
out to your representatives on social
channels means you can easily speak
out and be heard. Messages can gain
traction and become loud enough that
they can’t be ignored. For all the
dangers social media has created in
the political scene, it’s given people a
voice to truly impact change. 

Speaking of being heard, when
voting for candidates, learn their
platforms and support those that are
pushing for change. With the power of
the Sanders campaign, we began
seeing more progressive Democrats
sweeping wins out from centrist
candidates. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
has become one of the poster children
for this movement, being a vocal voice
for younger generations and their
representation and holding truly
progressive values. Even on the
homefront here in New Mexico, Deb
Haaland, who holds office in NM’s 1st
Congressional District, is another well-
known progressive. In office she has
fought for a living wage of $15 an
hour, free healthcare and college as a
human right and has addressed
climate change as an immediate
problem that needs to be dealt with. 

Teresa Leger Fernandez is another
on-the-rise candidate, running for the
3rd Congressional District. Standing
for Medicare for All, the Green New
Deal, immigration rights and
providing free education for
undergraduates, she’s got a solid
progressive platform. By pushing
candidates who support a platform
that is further left than what the DNC
is pushing in their presidential
candidates, we the people can begin to
affect change at higher levels from
grassroots and up. 

Started From the
Bottom and Now...
This inevitably brings us back to
Biden. Does he stand a chance against
Trump with his current platform? It’s
easy to say yes, but the issue is more
complicated. Right now, amidst a
pandemic that has left 36 million
filing for unemployment while
COVID-19 cases continue to rise,
slowing any reopening plans states
might have had, Trump’s approval
rating has gone down. Polls show
Biden winning in an election if it took
place right now, but things can change
in the next four months. Alternatively,

polls showed Clinton winning the last
election, and look at how that turned
out. (A discussion for a later date
about the popular vote and electoral
college might be in the works.) We can
comment and speculate all we want,
but it comes down to two things at the
end of the day; both of which we can
actively work to help make happen. 

The first is to encourage voter
turnouts. If that means talking to
everyone you know to make sure
they’re registered, to help them learn
about the candidates and policies and
how they’ll affect their lives and get
them off the couches and into the
polling stations (if the world is still
functional and operating by then).
The second is to call for policies to be
on the platform of our candidates. I
get it. I earnestly feel the frustration
of looking at the US budget. I feel the
anger of knowing our younger
generations calling for basic needs in
the middle of an economy that won’t
give the majority of us access to jobs
that amount to anything. I feel the
exhaustion of supporting candidates
and watching as they’re overtaken
overnight because a party solidified
around someone else when they saw
no one else they offered was doing it
on their own. But that’s the system we
have, and we have to continue to
operate within it until we can make
large structural changes. 

A National Voice, A
Digital Front
The power of Gen X and younger is
that our voices can coalesce nationally
easier than ever before. Through
Facebook Live and Twitter threads,
from Tik Tok videos calling for
recognition to Instagram Stories
spreading the word of policy ideas and
paths to enactment, we’ve found a way
to communicate a message to the
masses in a way that has never been
done before. Strength comes from
unity, and unity comes from being on
the same page. We’re moving there.
We’re speaking up, we’re showing up
and we haven’t given up yet. The work
we’re doing now is laying the
groundwork for a much bigger
movement, and starting at grassroots
is what is going to make changes
happen at the top. 

Joe Biden may not be the ideal
candidate, and it may be hard to watch
another moderate hold a position we
feel needs to be moving in a different
direction. But from the ground up, we
are changing the platform. We’re
electing candidates who speak to the
new vision many of us see, and that
will matter. The DNC of today is
dying, and that’s a good thing. It’s
making way for growth and candidates
who can take the torch and move it
towards a more progressive culture.
We’re generations of change, and it’s
never been closer to being realized
than it is today.  a
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Bernalillo County Commission set
aside $1 million bucks plus for
proposed sheriff department body

cameras at their June 30th meeting. The
million was matched by another $500,000
a year in recurring funding to upgrade
equipment and store the camera footage.
The money will be ready to go when
Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham signs
into law the statewide body cam
legislation passed a couple of weeks ago
by the State Legislature.

State lawmakers passed the bill, and it
now sits on the Governor’s desk awaiting
her signature. The bill makes it mandatory
for all New Mexico law enforcement officers
to not only wear cameras but activate them
when responding to calls. Departments will
have 90 days after it is signed to comply
and implement policies for the camera’s
usage. The statewide bill also requires the
revocation of certification of any officer
convicted of unlawful use of force.

Sheriff Manny Gonzales has been
outspoken about his resistance to county
deputies using cameras. He has also said
he would rather use the money to hire
more deputies. A department study done
last year by an outside group showed that
there were actually enough deputies to
cover the county’s call load. The
department is authorized to have 314
sworn deputies and 201 full/part-time non-
sworn employees. At the time of the study,
there was only one sworn position open.
The department has an annual budget of
$52 million in general fund dollars.

According to the county’s fiscal impact
statement, each camera costs about $795,
with an annual cost of $4,920 for storage.
Currently, deputies wear belt audio
recorders. Sheriff Gonzales has said there
is no proof that body-worn cameras work
to protect the public any better than no
cameras. To which a representative from
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People said that
if the cameras are not going to do
anything, and the Sheriff has nothing to
hide, then he and his deputies should wear
the body cams. County Commissioner
Steven Quezada said he has listened to
both sides, and it is in the interest of
transparency, protecting the rights of
citizens and even possibly saving the
careers of the deputies. Mic drop.

Go Out Into Open Space
The County Commissioner proclaimed July
as Open Space Month to encourage citizens
to check out, with masks and social
distancing, the many open space areas in
and around the Bernalillo
County/Albuquerque metro area. The
proclamation says that getting outside in

open space is vitally important to the
citizens of Bernalillo County and establishes
a quality of life, health and contributes to
the economic and overall well-being of the
community. Bernalillo County lists 17 open
space properties with over 1,240 acres.
Albuquerque boasts another dozen or so
open space properties as well. Check out
the counties list here-bernco.gov
/community-services/properties-overview-
.aspx and the Burque list here-
cabq.gov/parksandrecreation/open-
space/lands

Behavioral Health
Accolades
The folks who work in the Bernalillo
County Behavioral Health Department
were awarded with some awesome national
accolades for initiating and implementing
programs for those struggling with
addiction, mental and behavioral health
issues. Five programs department
programs were honored:

•The Supportive Aftercare Program
that collaborates with the other county
departments in the heart of the
International District to show area
residents how to access community
resources and use them as part of their
overall well being while living in a sober
community.

•The Law Enforcement Assisted
Diversion Program where law enforcement
officers can use their common sense
discretionary authority to divert
individuals suspected of low level, non-
violent crime that was driven by an unmet
behavioral health need into community-
based health services instead of arrest, jail
and prosecution.

NEWS | COUNCIL WATCH  by Carolyn Carlson

County Camera & Catch Up

•The Narcan/Naloxone Harm
Reduction Program that expands the
outreach efforts to curb the opioid
overdose deaths by education and
widespread distribution of the life-saving
overdose drug Naloxone or Narcan. Pick
up some from your local pharmacist; it is
easy to use, you can get it for almost free,
and you may be able to save someone from
an overdose from any type of opioid use.

•The Needle Mapping Program that
uses data from where loose needles are
being found and reported to be see where
street usage is happening and respond to
that area.

•The Youth Transitional Living Services
Program, which ensures that transition-age
young citizens who have a behavioral
health condition or substance abuse
diagnosis are not lost in the system and
stay engaged in community and housing
services as they move into adulthood. This
is a critical period of time for at-risk youth
who often fall through the cracks.

The honors were given by the National
Association of Counties and recognize the
hard work of those who put their words and
hands into action by helping these
vulnerable neighbors. The Bernalillo
County Behavioral Health Initiative was
launched in 2014 along with a one-eighth of
one person tax that county voters approved
to put on themselves to fund programs and
initiatives to address helping our citizens.
   For more information or to get involved
check out: bernco.gov/
Department-Behavioral-Health-
Services/about-the-initiative.aspx a

The Bernalillo County Commission will not
meet during July. They will be back, unless a

special meeting has to be called, at 5 p.m.
August 11th. 

Send your comments about the City Council
to carolyn@alibi.com.

NEWS CITY
BY JOSHUA LEE

Grants Mayor Defies
Governor
Grants Mayor Martin Hicks led the city’s 4th
of July parade last weekend, despite Gov.
Michelle Lujan Grisham’s order to forego
celebrations.

According to KOB the governor
specifically forbade public gatherings on
Saturday for Independence Day. “You
cannot do that this weekend. The behavior
this weekend alone can be sufficient to
create incredible transmission and risk for
everybody else in the state,” Lujan Grisham
said during a press conference.

The Grants City Council voted against
the decision to hold a public parade two
weeks ago—at a meeting in which Hicks
reportedly stormed out—and the
Department of Transportation denied
organizers the required permits. But Hicks
decided to hold the city’s 115th annual 4th
of July parade anyway. “Who is she to tell
us we can’t do this? Our constitutional
rights guarantee us that we can do this,”
said Hicks. Cibola County Sheriff Tony Mace
told reporters that the gathering was a
chance to “peacefully protest what’s going
on in our state.”

The mayor reportedly drove an ATV
vehicle in the illegal parade while yelling
slogans. Nearly 50 cars, motorcycles and
other vehicles followed him. A
spokesperson for the governor’s office
reportedly called Hicks a “disgrace and a
criminal.” However, it is unclear if any
charges have been filed against the mayor.

State Police to Enforce
Health Order
New Mexico State Police are issuing
citations to individuals and businesses for
failing to comply with the most recent
public health order.

According to KRQE anyone caught
violating the mandate to wear a face
covering while in public spaces will be
issued a citation carrying a fine not to
exceed $100 or imprisonment in the county
jail for a definite term not to exceed six
months. All state and local law enforcement
agencies can issue citations.

State health officials amended the Public
Health Emergency Order last week. The
new rules require individuals to wear face
coverings while in public and require
businesses to enforce the rule on their
customers. The order also requires a
mandatory 14-day quarantine for all out-of-
state visitors. Phase 2 of reopening has
been put on hold and the revised health
order—which was set to expire May 31—
now expires July 15.

N.M. Suicide Rate
Highest in the US
The suicide rate in New Mexico reached

record levels in 2018—the highest in the

nation at the time.

The Albuquerque Journal reports that

suicides in New Mexico have been steadily

rising since 2009. In 2018, the number of

suicides saw a 9 percent bump—rising from

491 in 2017 to 535. That year the state

carried a rate of 25.6 suicides per 100,000

people. The number of suicides rose in five

of the nine age groups in 2018. a

Wide open spaces, body cameras and mental health accolades were on the docket

Big brother watches ...themselves?
  

RYAN JOHNSON
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A t a special session City Council
meeting last Monday, June 29, the
council passed an amendment to a

bill that will provide $1 million in city
funding for the Albuquerque Black
community. The bill, which was
introduced by Councilor Isaac Benton,
proposes adjustments to the fiscal year
2020 appropriations due to the impact of
COVID-19 on city revenues and
expenses. The bill, as amended, passed
with a vote of 8 to 1.

This amendment, which was
introduced by Councilor Peña, was
proposed in part due to a statement from
Mayor Keller on June 26, in which he
announced the creation of a dedicated
investment fund to create positive impact
in the Black community. In the same
statement, Keller called on the City
Council to, “join the effort by investing $1
million of year-end reversion funding
toward the same goals.” Keller mentioned
loans for small Black-owned businesses as
well as job training being potential
recipients for this funding,

There was some opposition to the
amendment from Councilors Jones and
Borrego. While asking about the
accounting and reporting that would be
involved with the funding, Councilor
Borrego said, “I support Black Lives
Matter. And I think it’s very important
that we have a program to help the
Black community. What concerns me is
that, you know, then we’re going to have
the Hispanic community [asking for
funding] and then the Indian
community—or Native American
community—and then women, and then
small business owners, and youth
programs. And so, I would like to know a
little bit more about the structure and
how this money is going to be used.”

Chief Administrative Officer Sarita
Nair made clear that, “This is not the
beginning of a train for funding certain
affinity groups; this is actually
recognizing that that train left a long
time ago, and some folks were left off of
it. And it’s correcting those imbalances of
the past.”

Mayor Keller underlined the fact that
this funding is not being reallocated
from other departments or initiatives,
but from unreserved year-end reversion
funds. “Due to the City’s belt-tightening
measures and successful efforts to get
federal assistance and avoid measures
like furloughs [due to the pandemic],
the city government has funding that
went unspent.”

The funding will be held in the One
Albuquerque Fund, a non-profit city
foundation that Mayor Keller launched at

 NEWS | COMMUNITY NEWS by Robin Babb

Million Dollar Investment in Black Community
Mayor, City Council reserve cash 

for One Albuquerque Fund initiative

the start of the year. This fund collects
public and private funding for initiatives
like distributing housing vouchers to
those experiencing homelessness and
recruiting police officers from across the
country. You can donate to the One
Albuquerque Fund and their new Black
community investment fund at
onealbuquerque.org.

Councilor Peña says she was motivated
to introduce the amendment, in part, by
the current lack of city funding going
toward the Black community. “I was looking
at the city budget and seeing that we do
provide resources for Hispanic groups and
Native American groups—although we do
need to provide more—and when reviewing
it, I saw that we give very little to our Black
community. And with everything that has
happened in terms of the Oñate statue, I
thought it was unfortunate that the Black
Lives Matter movement was kind of
hijacked by that moment, and that we
needed to pivot and get back focused on
systemic and institutional racism.”

There was some scrutiny in the City
Council meeting about how and to what
organizations the funding would be
allocated, but Councilor Peña and
Councilor Pat Davis made it clear that
transparency and accounting would be
prioritized.

In a phone call, Councilor Peña said
that she supports self-determination to
decide where the funding goes.

“The Black community will work
together to decide what those funds go
towards. They’ll follow a very transparent
process. [In the council meeting there
were] questions about them having to
provide us reports. But I’m not going to
ask this committee to do anything outside
of our regular [reporting] process.”

Mayor Keller had the same sentiment
in his statement. “We will work alongside
the One Albuquerque Fund as they
develop a transparent, community-led
process for using this funding, and as
with all programs like this, all City
expenditures will be accounted for.”

Cathryn McGill, founder and director
of the New Mexico Black Leadership
Council, says, “All of the initiatives that we
are doing at this time are subject to lots of
scrutiny, because we have to evaluate if
they’re surface involvement or substantive.
Let’s be real—$1 million is a very small
amount of money. It sounds like a lot to a
layperson, but to an entire community? Is
the intention behind the gesture enough?

“We’re spending several million dollars
on a soccer stadium. There are a lot of
comparisons that would put [$1 million]
in context.”  a

COURTESY OF PIXABAY
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ARIES (March 21-April 19): “As beautiful as
simplicity is, it can become a tradition that stands in
the way of exploration,” said singer Laura Nyro.
This is practical advice for you to heed in the
coming weeks. According to my analysis, you’re
scheduled to enjoy an extended engagement with
rich, fertile complexity. The best teachings won’t be
reducible to a few basic lessons; rather, they’ll be rife
with soulful nuances. The same is true about the
splendid dilemmas that bring you stimulating
amusements: They can’t and shouldn’t be forced
into pigeonholes. As a general rule, anything that
seems easy and smooth and straightforward will
probably not be useful. Your power will come from
what’s crooked, dense, and labyrinthine.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You may think that
playing heavy metal music and knitting with yarn
don’t have much in common. And yet there is an
annual contest in Joensuu, Finland where people
with expertise in needlework join heavy metal
musicians on stage, plying their craft in rhythm to
the beat. The next Heavy Metal Knitting World
Championship will be July 15-16, 2021. This year’s
event was canceled due to the pandemic. If it had
been staged, I bet multiple Tauruses would have
been among the top ten competitors. Why? Because
you Bulls are at the peak of your ability to combine
things that aren’t often combined. You have the
potential to excel at making unexpected
connections, linking influences that haven’t been
linked before, and being successful at comparing
apples and oranges.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): In 1848, Danish King
Frederick VII agreed, under pressure from liberal
agitators, to relinquish some of his absolute power.
Thereafter, he shared his decision-making with a
newly formed parliament. He was pleased with this
big change because it lightened his workload. “That
was nice,” he remarked after signing the new
constitution. “Now I can sleep in every morning.” I
recommend him to you as an inspirational role
model in the coming weeks. What so-called
advantages in your life are more boring or
burdensome than fun and interesting? Consider the
possibility of shedding dubious “privileges” and
status symbols.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Cancerian author Mary
McCarthy provides you with a challenge you’ll be
wise to relish during the rest of 2020. She writes,
“Everyone continues to be interested in the quest for
the self, but what you feel when you’re older is that
you really must make the self.” McCarthy implies
that this epic reorientation isn’t likely until you’ve
been on earth for at least four decades. But judging
from the astrological omens, I think you’re ready for
it now—no matter what your age is. To drive home
the point, I’ll say it in different words. Your task isn’t
to find yourself, but rather to create yourself. Don’t
wait around passively for life to show you who you
are. Show life who you are.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Some night soon, I predict
you’ll have an agitated dream while you’re asleep: a
nightmare that symbolizes an unresolved conflict
you’re wrestling with in your waking life. Here’s a
possible example: A repulsive politician you dislike
may threaten to break a toy you loved when you
were a kid. But surprise! There’ll be a happy ending.
A good monster will appear in your dream and fix
the problem; in my example, the benevolent beast
will scare away the politician who’s about to break
your beloved toy. Now here’s the great news: In the
days after your dream, you’ll solve the conflict you’ve
been wrestling with in your waking life.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): “Love is the best school,
but the tuition is high and the homework can be
painful,” writes author Diane Ackerman. I’m
guessing that in recent months, her description has
been partially true for you Virgos. From what I can
tell, love has indeed been a rigorous school. And the
tuition has been rather high. But on the other hand,
the homework has been at least as pleasurable as it
has been painful. I expect these trends to continue
for the foreseeable future. What teachings about
intimacy, communion, tenderness, and compassion
would you like to study next?

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): “A single feat of daring
can alter the whole conception of what is possible,”
wrote Libran novelist Graham Greene. His words
can serve as a stirring motto for you in the coming
weeks. I sense you’re close to summoning a burst of
courage—a bigger supply of audacity than you’ve
had access to in a while. I hope you’ll harness this
raw power to fuel a daring feat that will expand your
conception of what is possible.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): “It’s not always easy to
tell the difference between thinking and looking out
of the window,” wrote poet Wallace Stevens. That’s a
problem you won’t have to worry about anytime
soon. The coming weeks will be a favorable phase
for you to both think and gaze out the window—as
well as to explore all the states in-between. In other
words, you’ll have the right and the need to indulge
in a leisurely series of dreamy ruminations and
meandering fantasies and playful explorations of
your deepest depths and your highest heights. Don’t
rush the process. Allow yourself to linger in the gray
areas and the vast stretches of inner wildness. 

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): The coming
weeks will be a favorable time to undertake a
transformative vision quest, even if the exigencies of
the pandemic require your quest to unfold primarily
in your inner realms. The near future will also bring
you good fortune if you focus on creating more
sacredness in your rhythm and if you make a focused
effort to seek out songs, texts, inspirations, natural
places, and teachers that infuse you with a reverence
for life. I’m trying to help you to see, Sagittarius,
that you’re in a phase when you can attract healing
synchronicities into your world by deepening your
sense of awe and communing with experiences that
galvanize you to feel worshipful.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): “To love well is the
task in all meaningful relationships, not just
romantic bonds.” The author and activist bell hooks
wrote that. (She doesn’t capitalize her name.) In
accordance with the highest astrological potentials,
I’m inviting you Capricorns to be inspired by her
wisdom as you upgrade your meaningful
relationships during the next six weeks. I think it’s
in your self-interest to give them even more focus
and respect and appreciation than you already do.
Be ingenious as you boost the generosity of spirit
you bestow on your allies. Be resourceful as you do
this impeccable work in the midst of a pandemic!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): “One-half of
knowing what you want is knowing what you must
give up before you get it,” wrote author Sydney
Howard. Now would be a perfect time to act on that
excellent advice. Is there any obstacle standing in
the way of your ability to achieve a beloved dream?
Is there a pretty good thing that’s distracting you
from devoting yourself wholeheartedly to a really
great thing? I invite you to be a bit ruthless as you
clear the way to pursue your heart’s desire.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Author Ellen
Goodman writes, “The truth is that we can overhaul
our surroundings, renovate our environment, talk a
new game, join a new club, far more easily than we
can change the way we respond emotionally. It is
easier to change behavior than feelings about that
behavior.” I think she’s correct in her assessment.
But I also suspect that you’re in a prime position to
be an exception to the rule. In the coming weeks,
you will have exceptional power to transform the
way you feel—especially if those feelings have
previously been based on a misunderstanding of
reality and especially if those feelings have been
detrimental to your mental and physical health. a

HOMEWORK: IS THERE A SO-CALLED WEAKNESS

OR LIABILITY YOU MIGHT BE ABLE TO TURN INTO

AN ASSET? FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded

weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The

audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or

(900) 950-7700.

  FREEWILL ASTROLOGY | Horoscopes by Rob Brezsny

ONGOING

Edgy

City on the Edge is a breezy, smart podcast looking at the stories from Albuquerque history that have often been
overlooked. Each episode takes a deep dive into a topic like the 1955 crash of TWA flight 260, Sandia Man or the
1918 quarantine. Worthwhile listening that will spur your curiosity about things you didn’t even know about in the
city where you live. It’s free and available wherever you get your podcasts. alibi.com/v/76vf. (Clarke Condé) a

Hanging in There

Cartoonist Jim Davis said, “Way down deep, we’re all motivated by the same urges. Cats have the courage to live by
them.” That from the creator of the most iconic of office breakroom posters is a fitting entry point into the new exhibit
Cat Tales opening this week and running through Aug. 27 at the Placitas Community Library. It’s hard to say what
role libraries will play in the future, but the Placitas library is indeed hanging on with this multimedia exhibit of local
artists’ depiction of cats that is offered both in person and online. Library hours are subject to change so it is best to
check the library website before you go at placitaslibrary.com. You can also see the entire exhibit anytime online at
PCLArt.com. PLACITAS COMMUNITY LIBRARY 453 HWY 165, 3 TO 7PM alibi.com/v/76ww. (Clarke Condé) a

SATURDAY JULY 11

Growers and Showers

The Downtown Growers Market returns Saturday, July 11 to Robinson Park. New safety regulations have been put
into place, including a fenced-in park with one entrance/exit, mask requirements, socially distanced vendors and
more. Go to the website to place your order with individual vendors and items can be picked up from vendor
booths on the day of or loaded directly into your vehicle. ROBINSON PARK EIGHTH NW & CENTRAL NW, 8AM TO NOON

alibi.com/v/76ve. (Devin D. O’Leary) a

Chalk Talk

On Saturday, July 11, Nob Hill Main Street hosts Chalk the Block, a community art event that is free, open to the
public and tailored to get people out of their houses to express themselves in a safe way. From 10am to 8pm
chalk can be found by the light poles along Central Avenue between Girard and Washington. It’s going to be a hot
weekend, so grab a mask, a cool beverage and if available, a small, bored child and chalk it up! NOB HILL

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTRAL AVE, 10AM TO 8PM alibi.com/v/76vc. (Clarke Condé) a

Learn Your Camera, Learn About Yourself

If you, like me, decided that since the government has given you money to stimulate the economy, now would be
the time to make a slightly frivolous purchase, then you might have picked up a proper camera. None of this cell
phone hullabaloo, but one with lenses, AKA glass, adjustable ISO and such. If also, like me, you found out that all
of that is foreign to you and 10 YouTube videos later you’re absolutely lost and frustrated, maybe it’s time to have
an expert walk you through it more thoroughly. Enter Learn Your Camera Workshop, being held by The Albuquerque
Photography Group on Saturday, June 11 from 11am-2pm. The location of said class is secret until you buy a
ticket for $70 off their website. To learn more, visit albuquerquephotographygroup.com. 11AM TO 2PM alibi.com/v/76vd.

(Dan Pennington) a

TUESDAY JULY 14

CLARKE CONDÉ
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FILM | IDIOT BOX by Devin D. O’Leary

O
n July 15 broadcast network
NBC’s first foray into the world of
streaming begins with Peacock.

Yes, like CBS All Access, you’ll soon have
the privilege of paying for all those
sitcoms you used to watch for free on a
broadcast network. NBC proper won’t be
going away (for now), but this is definitely
a glimpse into the future of Hollywood. 

Peacock intends to stream shows that
originally ran on NBC, of course. You’ll be
able to watch your favorite episodes of “30
Rock,” “Parks and Recreation,” “Brooklyn
Nine-Nine,” “Cheers,” “Everybody Loves
Raymond,” “Frasier,” “House” and
“Saturday Night Live” on demand
whenever you like. But not all NBC shows
will be available at launch. Smash hit “The
Office,” for example, is under contract
with Netflix until 2021. So you’ll have to
wait until then to get your Dunder-Mifflin
on. NBC’s parent corporation,
NBCUniversal (which is, in turn, owned
by Comcast), also owns Bravo, Syfy, USA
and Telemundo, so viewers can expect
some bleedover from those cable
networks. NBCUniversal encompasses the
Universal Pictures library as well, which
will figure heavily into Peacock’s content.
That means Jurassic Park, E.T. The Extra-
Terrestrial, The Fast and the Furious, Back to
the Future and … uh, Fifty Shades of Grey all
figure into Peacock’s master plan.
Reportedly there will be over 600 movies
and 400 series for you to binge. The
service also plans to offer live news, sports
and late-night shows.

Interestingly, Peacock is starting out
with a split pricing model—which basically
means you can watch it for free with ads,

or pay a monthly fee to go ad-free. Those
who opt for the free version will also have
some limited access to content. You won’t
be able to view every show with the free
tier. (No word yet on what shows are or are
not restricted.) If you wanna fork over a
little dough, you have the option of paying
$5 a month for full access with ads, or $10
a month for ad-free. Customers of cable
providers Comcast and Cox get a bit of a
price break. They get full access with ads
for absolutely free—but can still pay $5 per
month if they want ad-free. 

To make things in this new, modern era
of media dissemination even more
confusing, NBCUniversal struck a
licensing deal for Peacock to stream some
programming from ViacomCBS, which
operates its own rival streaming service
CBS All Access. This allows Peacock to
stream shows that originally ran on CBS,
Showtime and the CW. Among the picks so

MONDAY 13
“Celebrity Call Center” (E! 8pm) C’mon, give TV a

break. It’s not easy producing a new TV show during
a pandemic. Here, ordinary people phone in to a
call center and get advice about family, friends,
relationships and work from random celebrities.
Who could you be getting sage advice from? Well.
Todd Chrisley, for one—and I hear he knows best.
Also, Nikki Bella, Nene Leakes, Kelly Osbourne,
Alyssa Milano, Dorinda Medley and Mikey Day.

TUESDAY 14
“Jeff ’s Homemade Game Show” (BYUtv 7pm)

Comedian/actor Jeff Rogers (who played
“Uniformed Cop” on “Chicago Fire” and
“Uniformed Officer” on “Chicago P.D.”) turns a visit
to some Mormon family’s home into an instant
game show right in their living room, using
common household objects, locations and activities. 

WEDNESDAY 15
“Skin Decision: Before and After” (Netflix

streaming anytime) Netflix makes with one of them
there plastic surgery reality series.

“United We Fall” (KOAT-7 7pm) A bald schlub (Will
Sasso) and his sexy Hispanic wife (Olivia Taylor
Cohen) try to raise a bunch of kids with an
overzealous extended family and a sassy, live-in
grandmother. You know, a sitcom. a

THIS 

WEEK IN SLOTH
Hanks battles the German Navy in Apple TV’s WWII,
Atlantic Ocean-set drama. Spoiler alert: The Nazis
lose.

“Greatness Code” (Apple TV+ streaming anytime)
Apple TV explores “untold stories” of LeBron James,
Tom Brady, Usain Bolt and other athletes in this
sporting docu-series.

“Down to Earth with Zac Efron” (Netflix streaming
anytime) Who wouldn’t want a travel series with the
star of High School Musical?

Home Movie: The Princess Bride (Quibi streaming
anytime) Jeffrey Katzenberg’s short attention span,
smartphone-enabled streaming service tries its hand at
a feature film. Sort of. Actually, director Jason Reitman
(Juno) talked a whole bunch of stuck-at-home
celebrities (Joe Jonas, Sophie Turner, Common,
Tiffany Haddish, Neil Patrick Harris, Hugh Jackman,
Elijah Wood, Patton Oswalt, Josh Gad, Zazie Beatz, Jon
Hamm, Jack Black, and plenty of others) into
recreating a “Sweded” version of the 1987 fantasy
classic in the comfort of their own living rooms. You
only get a few minutes every two weeks, so this is
gonna take a while.

Palm Springs (Hulu streaming anytime) Adam Samberg
and Cristin Milioti do the romantic comedy thing in
this Groundhog Day-esque tale of two people who meet
at a wedding in Palm Springs, but find themselves
unable to escape the venue and each other. Theatrical
distributor Neon dropped a record $17 million on this
little film at the Sundance Film Festival—before
COVID came along and killed any chance of a
theatrical release. Oh well. Enjoy at home.

THURSDAY 9
“Close Enough” (HBO Max streaming anytime)

“Regular Show” creator J.G. Quintel tries his hand
at adult animation with this “absurdist” comedy
about a couple transitioning from twentysomethings
to thirtysomethings.

“Expecting Amy” (HBO Max streaming anytime)
HBO tries out a three-part docu-reality show in
which comedian Amy Schumer gives birth to her
first child. … Trust me, everything celebrities do is
fascinating and worthy of a docu-reality series.

“Japan Sinks: 2020” (Netflix streaming anytime)
The title of this Japanese-animated series kinda says
it all. Edgy animator Masaaki Yuasa (“Devilman:
Crybaby,” Mindgame, Lu Over the Wall) adapts Sakyo
Komatsu’s bestselling 1973 sci-fi disaster novel.

“Cannonball” (USA 6pm) In the great tradition of
other slapstick TV game shows (“Wipeout,” “Holey
Moley,” “Ultimate Tag,” “The Floor is Lava”) comes
this wet and wild “aquatic competition.” WWE
superstar Mike “The Miz” Mizanan and radio/TV
personality Rocsi Diaz host.

FRIDAY 10
Greyhound (Apple TV+ streaming anytime) Tom

Peacocking
NBC streaming shows its feathers

STREAM TIME
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Netflix
Adding July 10: The Old Guard
Leaving July 9: 47 Meters Down
Leaving July 11: Enemy, Ginger &
Rosa, Locke, The Spectacular Now,
Under the Skin
Leaving July 15: Forks Over Knives

Amazon Prime Video
Adding July 11: Vivarium
Adding July 15: Shunkuntala Devi:
The Human Computer

Disney+
Adding July 10: Solo: A Star Wars

Story, X-Men: Days of Future Past

Hulu
Adding July 11: China: The Panda

Adventure, Horses, The Secret of

Life on Earth
Adding July 13: My Scientology
Movie, The Rest of Us
Adding July 15: The Weekend a

“Little Voice” (Apple TV+ streaming anytime)
Singer Sara Bareilles and filmmaker J.J. Abrams are
the producers behind this Apple’s tune-filled
musical dramedy about “the search to find your true
voice … and then the courage to use it.”

SATURDAY 11
“Nickelodeon’s Unfiltered” (Nickelodeon 6:30pm)

Guests try to figure out the identity of celebrities
whose faces and voices have been obscured by
digital smartphone filters. (Hint: It’s probably the
star of some Nickelodeon show.)

“Hotel Paranormal” (Travel Channel 8pm) Travel
Channel expands its supernatural
documentary/recreation empire into a show focussed
exclusively on haunted happenings in hotels.
Fingers crossed this leads into the haunted ice cream
parlor show I’ve been craving.

SUNDAY 12
“P-Valley” (Starz 7pm) This drama, set within a strip

club in the “dirty south” called PYNK, is the work of
playwright Katori Hall (Tina: The Tina Turner
Musical).

“Snowpiercer” (TNT 8pm) If you’ve been following
TNT’s tense, train-based, postapocalypse-set class-
warfare drama “Snowpiercer,” you’ll know why the
title of tonight’s season finale— “994 Cars Long”—
is cause for concern.

far: “Ray Donovan,” “The Affair,”
“Undercover Boss,” “The Game,”
“Everybody Hates Chris” and “Real
Husbands of Hollywood.” The deal isn’t
exclusive, of course, so you’ll still see this
stuff on CBS All Access. And CBS is
keeping a tight grip on its most lucrative
IPs like “Star Trek,” “CSI,” “NCIS” and
“The Good Wife.” Certain films from
Paramount Pictures’ library (which is
owned by ViacomCBS) are also included.
(Look for The Godfather, Catch Me If You
Can, The Talented Mr. Ripley, American
Beauty, Patriot Games, Fatal Attraction, The
Firm and An Officer and a Gentleman.)

On top of the reruns, the movies and
the content from other streaming sites,
Peacock will feature some original content,
both films and series. Among the new
shows hitting Peacock on launch day are
an adaptation of Aldous Huxley’s seminal
1932 dystopian novel “Brave New World”
(a clear attempt to jump on the
“Westworld”/“The Handmaid’s Tale”
bandwagon). “The Capture” is described
as a “thought-provoking” spy/surveillance
drama co-produced by the BBC. David
Schwimmer (yeah, Ross from “Friends”)
stars in “Intelligence,” an action-comedy
about a maverick American intelligence
agent teamed up with a hapless British
computer analyst. (That one’s a co-
production with England’s Sky One.) For
the kids in the audience, Peacock is
offering a trio of animated shows:
“Curious George,” “Cleopatra in Space”
and “Where’s Waldo?” The last two are
produced by DreamWorks Animation
(home to Shrek, How to Train Your Dragon
and Trolls). Dale Earnhardt Jr. looks at
long-gone race tracks in the sporting

documentary series “Lost Speedways,” In
Deep With Ryan Lochte is a documentary
feature about the former Olympic
swimming champ known mostly these days
for his appearances on reality shows like
“Dancing With the Stars,” “Celebrity Big
Brother” and “Celebrity Family Feud.” And
finally, fans of the hit 2006 to 2014 USA
series “Psych” will be psyched to hear that
the crime comedy is being revived with the
feature film Psych 2: Lassie Come Home. a

Peacock launches July 15 on streaming

devices (Apple devices, Google devices,

Xbox consoles, various smart TVs). For

more info go to peacocktv.com.

“Intelligence” on Peacock
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How do we experience works of art?
Do we stand nearby talking, busily
wolfing down the opening’s low-

grade wine and cheese? Do we page
through a book of reproductions then
shelve the thing, having spent less time
with it than a rerun of “Seinfeld”? What
exactly are we trying to get out of this art
thing, anyway?

UNM art history professor and
meditation practitioner Justine Andrews
suggests that there is a slower, more
mindful way to experience a work of art.
She has developed a program of guided
meditation (currently via Zoom) open to
the public to do just that. Weekly Alibi sat
down with Andrews to talk about mindful
looking, presence and a little bit about the
Black Death. The following is an edited
version of that conversation.

Weekly Alibi: What is mindful looking? 
Justine Andrews: I came to developing this
program from my mindfulness meditation
practice, which I’ve been doing for close to
10 years. I also became interested in
something called the Slow Art Movement,
which is an international movement that
tries to provide a counterbalance to the
soundbite world; the three-minute
attention span that we all have. There’s a
specific day of the year that they choose;
and people are supposed to go into a
museum, spend 10 to 20 minutes just
looking at a work of art and then gather
and talk about it.

Like the Slow Food movement?
I think you can see it that way. Trying to
slow things down. As an art historian, and
maybe even as an art historian of the
Middle Ages, to me, meditative practice
with art is a historical practice as well,
although it’s very different. It actually took
me a little while to translate myself as an
art historian academic to doing a kind of
meditative practice with art, because it
takes out the history. But I think it’s a really
important way to experience the work of
art and to do that kind of slowing down.
Taking the time to look carefully. [In] the
program itself, I guide groups through
looking at a work of art. Now we’re doing it
online because of the necessary parameters
of this time. Ideally, you do it with the work
of art itself in a museum setting or maybe
in a public setting.

Would you consider doing something
like this outside?
I think you could do that. I think you
probably could if it’s a quiet enough space.
You don’t need complete silence, but it is
easier to bring your awareness to one thing
if you can focus. 

Is this series the first one of these that
you’ve done?

Mindful Looking
Justine Andrews on a slower way to see art

 ARTS | ARTS INTERVIEW by Clarke Condé

Yes. I mean, I actually started doing it in
the classroom with a volunteer group of
graduate students last fall.

Do you believe that there is an innate
value in being in front of the actual
artwork versus a reproduction?
Absolutely.

Why is that?
There are the concrete things, and then
there are the less concrete things. So,
concrete things: Let’s say it’s a painting.
There are a lot more tactile aspects to
painting or even printmaking, for that
matter, if you can look at it and see the
hand of the artist through brush strokes.
Many times, there’s a buildup of paint.
There’s actual dimension to it that you just
can’t get in a pixelated form. Pixels are
necessarily an abstraction. It’s just a very
different kind of media. So, there’s that
kind of physicality looking at two-
dimensional art. Obviously, sculpture, you
want to be able to move around, to walk
around, see all the different dimensions.
Architecture you move through, so you
really need that movement as well. Then
there’s–I’m trying to think of a good word
to use to describe that feeling.

Presence?
Yeah, maybe the presence of the work of
art. Another thing too is the scale. There

are so many times in classrooms that I show
my students something that’s six inches,
but it comes across on the screen as six feet
tall. You get so much more information.

You’ve described what is essentially an
ahistorical approach to viewing artwork.
Is that the essence of the meditative
practice of mindful looking?
In a way. Mindfulness in particular is about
becoming present. It’s about the here and
now. It’s not about keeping one’s mind in
the past and not projecting one’s mind to
the future. Sitting right here and right now
with an image, an object or a work of art. It
is a wholly different experience than the
historical experience. At the same time, it’s
worthwhile exploring it because it allows
people to feel an access to art that they
don’t always feel. So many people, and I’m
really deeply interested and concerned
about this, people feel that museums or art
are just not for them for a variety of
reasons. I feel like the mindfulness practice

can remind us that art really is accessible to
all people, and everyone’s experience with
it is valid. You may actually find some
insights that can then lead you to another
kind of exploration, historical or otherwise.
There’s that part of it, but then there’s also
the part of it that, as a historian, I can tell
myself that we’re tapping into a historical
practice, since art for most of the pre-
modern era largely was about meditation.
People spent long periods of time looking
at an image or painting on the wall, or on
an altarpiece in a church, or a stained-glass
window. These were things people spent
time with. There was a practice of
meditating with art.

The Stations of the Cross comes to
mind. That is a practice that is defined
by the artwork. Is your approach to
mindful looking similar?
Yes and no. Yes, in the sense of spending
time. It’s certainly not based on any
religion. You’re not really trying to get
something out of the image, and you’re not
trying to bring something to it. I would say
in a religious context like the Stations of
the Cross there’s this exchange happening.

You are meant to arrive somewhere?
You’re supposed to be changed?
Yeah. Maybe you’re supposed to be
changed or supposed to get something or
give something. To have that exchange
with the image in that way, whereas
mindfulness is really about just feeling,
listening to your mind. It always sounds so
easy to say you just really sit there and try
to be with the image and not think about
your laundry list of things to do, but that
little list keeps coming in. So, it’s a
practice. Keeping your attention and
keeping your awareness on one thing.

You’ve studied artwork that was
created during the plagues of the Middle
Ages. Did we get anything good out
plagues art-wise?
It’s a good question. I don’t know exactly. I
will say that there is some magnificent art
that comes out during the period of plague
in the Middle Ages, but I’m still hesitant to
say yes. I think it’s very complicated.

It just adds to the stressors?
It does. For the contemporary world
especially, I would say it changes the
resources that are around. That can be
good or bad for the arts, because in the
Middle Ages it might have changed the
resources, but it might have increased the
patrons’ interest and willingness to make or
pay for art. In our contemporary culture, it
might change resources, but those resources
might come away from the arts because
people are focusing more on medicine and
things like that. It’s difficult to say.a

Mindful Looking with 

Justine Andrews, PhD.

Hosted by UNM Art Museum

Every Wednesday in July, 2 to 2:45pm

RSVP for link to hkline@unm.edu

Free and open to the public

Justine Andrews on the campus of the University of New Mexico. CLARKE CONDÉ
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COURTESY OF GINA RAE LA CERVA

We’re 
b  ck!

Albuquerque's Weekly Alibi Newspaper is returning after a brief, COVID-induced hiatus. As part of our 

newly relaunched print edition, we are trying to find ways to serve as an even better voice for our local 

community. Going forward, we would love for our news section to feature editorials/opinions from as many 

different local organizations and community leaders as possible, addressing timely issues important to them.

If anyone in your organization would be interested in taking advantage of this platform and reaching our 

thousands of readers throughout Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Belen, Bernalillo and Rio Rancho, 

please contact us at editorial@alibi.com for details.

It is slightly ironic, given the state of our
wildlands, that we are seeing a recent
cultural fascination with foraging and

wild foods. One of the things Gina Rae La
Cerva touches on often in her new book,
Feasting Wild: In Search of the Last Untamed
Food, is why the trend has entrenched itself
in the cultural subconscious now, when
true wilderness is all but nonexistent. This
seems like an example of not knowing
what we’ve got until it’s gone, and—
perhaps worse—trying to resuscitate it.

Her first story comes from a meal at
Noma, the Michelin-starred restaurant in
Copenhagen largely responsible for fine
dining’s sudden obsession with foraging.
She is not as impressed as a decade of
critics have been.

“To eat ants outside of periods of
extreme scarcity, without the motivation of
an empty belly, holds within it the paradox
at the center of Noma’s dishes—the
fetishization of need. … Even if you have
never experienced famine, Noma is happy
to invent this memory for you, so that you
might experience the delight that can only
come from killing extreme hunger.”

Noma and fine dining establishments in
general, La Cerva points out, are quick to
gloss up and profit from food that is, at its
roots, peasant food, much of which is
historically foraged or hunted. Just like
tiny homes playing the role of socially
approbated trailer homes for wealthy
white people, “foraged” meals at Noma
that cost $500 at the low end are
appropriation of the foods that poor and
Indigenous people ate—and in some
places, still eat—to survive.

The history of wild food is intimately tied
with that of colonialism and capitalism. As La
Cerva points out, the concept of entitlement
to the wild and its bounty created class
distinction in ancient Rome, which wrote
some of the earliest legitimized hunting laws.
“These followed the ideas of ferae naturae
and res nullis: wild animals belong to nobody
and anyone was free to kill them as long as
the hunter was not trespassing on another
man’s land. While in theory this gave
common access to game, in effect it meant it
belonged to wealthy landowners.” 

Feasting Wild: In Search of the Last Untamed Food
NM-born writer Gina Rae La Cerva writes about our obsession with

—and destruction of—wild foods

This idea sounds eerily close to “all
animals are equal, but some animals are
more equal than others.”

As European colonists came to the New
World and found a myriad of species new to
them, they saw potential for nearly
unlimited profit. La Cerva writes, “Of
course, what appeared to be a wilderness to
the colonists was in fact land that had been
inhabited for thousands of years by
Indigenous Americans, whose land

BOOKS | REVIEW by Robin Babb

management practices were partially
responsible for the abundance of edible wild
birds.” This abundance, which was relayed
back to England by letters, told of “endless
flocks of geese and doves and pigeons.
Partridges the size of hens. Wild turkeys—
sweet and fleshy and weighing nearly forty
pounds—were found in groups of a
hundred.” New settlers brought muskets,
and reduced this bounty by an
immeasurable amount.

Throughout this tale of history and our
ongoing, fraught relationship to wild food,
La Cerva manages to weave her own
personal narrative into the book as well.
She doesn’t keep much distance between
herself and her subject, and instead of
feeling unprofessional it feels true to life—
instead of just presenting her research like
she’s defending her thesis, she shows you
these vignettes of herself doing that
research: relating a story of her Jewish
great-grandmother as she walks through
some of the oldest remaining forests of
Europe, getting hit on in Polish by the
park rangers she’s interviewing,
attempting to gain the trust of some street
merchants in the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC) who don’t quite believe that
she’s not an undercover cop. 

This personal thread through the story
threatens to throw the whole thing off the
rails, though, when a romantic subplot
shows up. Especially since it involves
breaking what is essentially the prime
directive of researchers and reporters:
don’t sleep with your sources. While in the
DRC learning about the black market
bushmeat trade, La Cerva interviews a
man who works for a conservation
organization there, and falls for him
almost instantly. It’s the kind of romance
that only happens when you’re traveling
and consequences seem unimaginably
distant. This love interest remains a part of
the rest of the book, and he becomes
almost a co-researcher with La Cerva,
traveling with her to many of her further
research locations.

I imagine La Cerva writing early drafts
of this story and agonizing over whether to
include this indiscretion at all, and
deciding, in the end, that it would be
disingenuous not to. And I don’t blame
her for it—after all, who knows how many
writers have done the same thing during
their research and not mentioned it in the
end? Ultimately, it doesn’t subtract from
her message, but humanizes her and adds
a genre-bending flavor to the story,
making it immensely more enjoyable.        a
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Familiar and Forgotten
La Placita Dining Rooms offers comfort and nostalgia

Recently, with the abundance of time
I’ve had on my hands, I began
watching videos from my younger

years. Videos of my friends and I just
existing in a carefree world—one where
responsibility didn’t play a role in our lives
and a pandemic wasn’t even a feasible
thought. I’ve felt heavy waves of nostalgia,
remembering all the great times of my
youth (I say as I prepare to turn 31) and
reminiscing about the way things used to
be. Those wonderful times when you could
go out to eat at a restaurant without fear of
endangering others, which takes an award
in my heart for “Sentence I Never Thought
I Would Earnestly Write.” 

My last restaurant review was March 5,
which seems almost impossible. It was time
to acknowledge the elephant in the room,
the one of me avoiding doing a review. I’m
out of practice, and my palate has changed
wildly since the last time I wrote, as I have
had to forage and scrounge and cook for
myself, to varying degrees of barely
passable success. But I need to do this not
for me, but for the people. You, my dearest
reader. So I ventured out into Old Town
and found somewhere I was quite surprised
I’d never heard of or been to before, La
Placita Dining Rooms. 

I genuinely am shocked I’d never been
in before. In my multiple trips through Old
Town Plaza, it managed to escape my view.
Entering, you could immediately tell it was
unlike most any other restaurant in town.
Primarily, it’s huge. Not just huge for Old
Town, but genuinely huge for any part of
the city. Should I have inferred that from
the fact that “dining rooms” is in their
name? Absolutely! It just didn’t register
until I was inside. This sprawling mansion
of a restaurant is slightly magical, with an
almost labyrinthian feel, where every
corner turned reveals a new room, with
more passages to see. Walking past a tall
staircase, you take a couple of turns and
end up in one of the most architecturally
impressive rooms I have ever seen. With
tons of natural light coming through the
ceiling, lighting up the old brick floor, your
eyes will inevitably be drawn to the
enormous tree growing up out of the
ground in the center of the room, where it
rises on up and out of the roof to continue
on to heights unknown. *Editor’s note: We’re
sure someone actually knows the height.

Dining in the time of corona means
social distancing, which is something La
Placita Dining Rooms pulls off with ease.
The amount of space they have means that
you could have 50 people dining in the
same building and you might not ever see
them. They even have an outdoor patio
that is just off the main plaza, giving you
respite from the walking visitors but
maintaining a view of that iconic gazebo. 

All this is fine and well, but if aesthetics
solely determined whether you should eat

at a place, then the nightmarish interior of
Rock & Brews would be more than enough
evidence for us to destroy them forever.
The real importance is how the food tastes.
Let’s start with how every restaurant meal
should start in New Mexico: piping hot
and fresh sopaipillas. I don’t need to sit
here and intimately describe them, because
it’s cruel to put those images in your head
while you read this, perhaps unable to go
partake of them immediately. What I will
say is that they found the perfect balance of

FOOD | RESTAURANT REVIEW by Dan Pennington

thickness to hold the honey in without
drip-through, yet also being light and flaky
enough to feel like a quick snack before the
meal itself. These sopaipillas are the
perfect start to a meal, as long as you can
restrain yourself from overeating them. I
swear, I didn’t intend to eat four in a row
before the meal started, but life happens
and so do fried dough treats with honey. 

Next on the menu for me was a
traditional favorite of mine, Rolled
Chicken Enchiladas ($11.25 for two).
Served with pinto beans, Spanish rice and
sopaipillas (you can’t just not eat them
when they give them to you), it’s the combo
meal of your dreams. The chicken was just
right, drenched in cheese and served on a
plate that was piled so high that you
wonder if the inspiration came from the
tree in the heart of the building. Drench
that in red chile, and you’ll find yourself
scraping the plate clean before you can
truly take the time to appreciate the level
of comfort this meal brings. 

Did I mention I love sopaipillas? I feel
like I haven’t, so it might be a good time to
mention them again, because I opted for
the La Placita’s Original Old Town
Special ($15) which is two stuffed
sopaipillas, one with beef, one with
chicken, and then loading up again with
pinto beans, cheese and your choice of
red or green (or Christmas, which is what
I grabbed). Everything worked so
harmoniously that it felt like slipping on
an old pair of pants that had fallen out of
favor for a newer pair. Sure, the newer
pair are nice, but how could you ever
have stopped wearing these? They’re so
familiar, so perfectly fitting. The balance
of heat, spices and sweet/savory is enough
to make you instantly perk up. It’s the
long lost love you’ve ached for all these
months. It’s the sweet release of knowing,
someday, sitting and enjoying these in
public will be simple and exciting. Pair
that with their prickly pear Margarita,
and it’s like the last four months never
happened. It’s just you and your plate of
food, cares melted away like the cheese
melted over the top of everything. 

We’ve still got a ways to go when it
comes to going back to non-distanced
restaurants, but I’ll be damned if La Placita
Dining Rooms doesn’t have the space to
accommodate a comfortable situation. At
the end of the day, I still think dining out
isn’t the properly responsible thing to do
and will continuously encourage take-out
until it’s safe to send everyone back for a
dine-in-free-for-all. But if you need to sit in
a space and feel safe, you’ve got room to
spare and then some at La Placita, and the
meal will straight up remind you of the
days that came before. The days where
your food was straightforward and
impressive. We all could use that hit of
nostalgia right now.  a

La Placita Dining Rooms

206 San Felipe St. NW

505-247-2204

Hours: Mon-Sat: 11am-8pm 

Sun: 12pm-4pm

Vibe: Authentic New Mexican food in a

sprawling building within Old Town

Alibi Recommends: Stuffed Sopaipillas

with the Prickly Pear Margarita

Melted cheese is always a win. DAN PENNINGTON

Seriously, the tree is massive. DAN PENNINGTON
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The Basil Gimlet
Fighting scurvy one drink at a time

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

During the Age of Sail, scurvy took
the lives of many a sailor. The
disease stems from a lack of

vitamin C and renders its sufferers weak,
with bleeding gums and the inability to
heal properly. It is a nasty time with death
looming for the sorry sailor far from port
who didn’t pack extra OJ. Fortunately,
British cocktail ingenuity among officers
in the Royal Navy was brought to bear on
the problem of the scurvy sailor by
adding a lime cordial to the sailor’s daily
allotment of gin. It was that same cocktail
creativity that later added quinine to
tonic water to stave off malaria
throughout the British Empire, causing
Winston Churchill himself to remark,
“The gin and tonic has saved more
Englishmen’s lives, and minds, than all
the doctors in the Empire.” There is no
tonic in the gimlet, but we (and countless,
drunken, yet scurvy-free sailors) have
Surgeon Admiral Sir Thomas Gimlette
KCB to thank for the lesser-known
medicinally necessary British cocktail, the
Gimlet.

The Gimlet is a warm-weather drink
that is traditionally made with gin, and in

a pinch, made with vodka. It takes well to
a variety of garnishes, but often renders
them muted due to the overpowering
flavor of the lime. My approach is to
complement the lime with homegrown
basil. Some muddle the basil and add the
mixture in, but I find that inelegant and
prefer to simply treat the basil like an
umbrella. The lime and gin carry the
flavor. The basil merely prevents
Victorian cocktail sticklers from
colonizing your drink.

3 1/2 oz dry gin
1 1/2 oz fresh lime
A stalk of basil, trimmed
Lime wedge to garnish 
Ice

   
Don’t approach preparation formally,

just add the gin and lime to the ice in a
glass and plop in the basil. Variations
include upping the proportion of lime
juice added (depending on how much
scurvy you believe you may have). The
main thing is to make sure you get
enough vitamin C. Scurvy is just one
more problem you don’t need. a

FOOD | COCKTAILS by Clarke Condé

Not considered to be medical advice CLARKE CONDÉ
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Learn more at 
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• Open call for 2-Dimensional works of art for purchase
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plasma THC levels were tested
throughout the study, and they were asked
to report their moods. Subjects were also
tested on attention, memory, inhibitory
control and balance.

“Most neurobehavioral measures were
not altered by short-term cannabis
consumption,” the study found. “However,
delayed verbal memory and balance
function were impaired after use. Differing
outcomes for the type of product (flower
vs. concentrate) or potency within
products were not observed.”

The results of this study bring up a
number of paradigm-altering questions. If
THC potency has little to do with
impairment, then why should we continue
to use it as a metric for describing the
potency of our products? If THC isn’t the
only psychoactive cannabinoid involved in

the feeling of being “high,” then what
are the others?

This is an exciting discovery
that probably won’t break

through the membrane of the
collective knowledge bank for
years to come. Just keep it in
mind when you go shopping

next time and take better notes
when you experiment with

different strains.

Reciprocal Rules Kick In
Senate Bill 139 went active last week. It
finally fixed a previous mistake in the
Lynne and Erin Compassionate Use Act

by changing “qualified patient” back to
“resident of New Mexico.” The goof—
made last year—led to a legal back-and-
forth that, for a time, allowed nonresidents
to apply for the New Mexico Medical
Cannabis Program. We’ve already covered
the whole ordeal ad nauseum, so we’ll skip
to the part that’s still interesting: the
reciprocity program.

As of July 1, nonresidents who can show
proof that they belong to another state’s
medical cannabis program are allowed to
purchase their meds from New Mexico
dispensaries. According to a press release
from Ultra Health, New Mexico’s
reciprocity program is unique in that it
recognizes Tribal sovereignty and
specifically recognizes patients from
Indian nations, tribes or pueblos as
reciprocal patients. The new policy also
accepts “proof of authorization” in another
medical cannabis program rather than a
“card,” as some other programs reportedly
require.

Reciprocal patients are now allowed to
purchase and own up to 8 ounces in a 90-
day period—the same as residents who are
enrolled in the Medical Cannabis
Program. Reciprocal sales are not subject
to any additional taxes or fees. a

BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS by Joshua Lee

W hile it might seem like common
knowledge that smoking reefer
can lead to an improved mood

and bouts of the giggles, science is still
trying to catch up. The War on Sadness
has begun, and it should come as no
surprise that cannabis will have a role to
play. In fact University of New Mexico
researchers say cannabis can have a
positive effect on symptoms of
depression within minutes of
consumption. Imagine that.

According to a UNM press release, self-
reported data collected from the Releaf
App—a tool used by researchers to
conduct real-time surveys of cannabis
patients—was analyzed to determine if
cannabis had any measurable effect on
depression symptoms.

Patients were asked to rate their
emotions and sensations on a scale of 1
to 10 only moments after consumption.
The survey found that around 20
percent of cannabis use was
associated with some negative
side effects like feeling
unmotivated, but the vast
majority of users reported positive
effects, including feeling happy,
optimistic, peaceful and relaxed.

The speed with which the effects kick
in is notable, researchers point out.
Conventional pharmaceutical
medications for treating depression—
like monoamine oxidase inhibitors
(MOIs), tricyclic antidepressants,
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SSRIs) and selective norepinephrine
reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs)—usually take
weeks or months to begin affecting
patients. The side effects from these
pharmaceuticals can sometimes be as bad
as the illness, and many patients are forced
to try multiple prescriptions before they
find one that works for them.

“With no end to the depression
epidemic in sight, and given the
limitations and potential severe negative
side effects of conventional antidepressant
medications, there is a real need for
people to be able to treat mood
disturbances with natural, safe and
effective medications, and the Cannabis
plant checks off all three boxes,” said
Jacob Miguel Vigil of the UNM
Department of Psychology Department.
“One of the major reasons I wanted to
conduct this study was to help find answers
for a close colleague who confided in me
that their loved one was struggling with
severe depression and heavy cannabis
use.” The study would seem to indicate
that the colleague’s loved one was self-
medicating their depression rather than
exacerbating the problem.

The press release says that depression is
the most common mental health disorder
in the US, claiming it affects one in five
American adults.

High-THC Concentrates
Won’t Get You Higher
A new study is questioning whether THC
is the only psychoactive cannabinoid.

Last month researchers from the
University of Colorado Boulder published
“Association of Naturalistic Administration
of Cannabis Flower and Concentrates
With Intoxication and Impairment” in
JAMA Psychiatry. According to the study,
THC potency levels did not correspond to
intoxication levels, and participants who
used THC concentrates appeared to have
impairment levels that were similar to
those who smoked flower.

The study involved 121 adult
participants who identified as regular
cannabis users. Participants were
randomly given different doses of THC
through different delivery methods. Some
received relatively low-THC flower—
ranging from 16 to 24 percent THC—or
high-potency concentrates—ranging from
70 to 90 percent THC. Participants’ blood

Buck Up
Cannabis can relieve depression symptoms in minutes
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Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING

DIABETIC TEST 

STRIPS FOR $CASH$

& FREE PICK-UP!

Highest CASH Prices

Paid In NM For Your

Diabetic Test Strips

And FREE Pick-UP!

Help Others(Those

Without Insurance) &

Make Money Too!

Call: 505-203-6806

Notices

Legal

w
A-1 SELF

STORAGE

AUCTION 

A-1 Self Storage

New Mexico Auction

Ad Notice of Public

Sale Pursuant to

NEW MEXICO

STATUTES § 48-11-

1-48-11-9: Notice is

hereby given that on

July 16, 2020 At that

time open Bids will

be accepted, and the

Entirety of the

Following Storage

Units will be sold to

satisfy storage liens

claimed by A-1 Self

Storage. The terms at

the time of the sales

will be Cash only,

and all goods must

be removed from the

facility within 48

hours. A-1 Self

Storage reserves the

right to refuse any

and all bids or cancel

sale without notice.

Owners of the units

may pay lien

amounts by 5:00 pm

July 15, 2020 to

avoid sale. The

following units are

scheduled for

auction. Sale will

begin at 09:00 am

July 16, 2020 at A-1

Self Storage 7610

Central Ave

Unit#B57 Ramona

Montoya 820 Central

SW, Abq, NM 87102;

Misc. household

items.Unit#C22

Corey Jimenez 1202

Place your ad: alibi.com/ads classifieds@alibi.com 
(505) 346-0660 ext 248

Real Estate
Apartments

NEWLY
RENOVATED
Newly Renovated,
furnished studios.
Laundry Onsite.

Cable & Utilities
INCLUDED. Call
now: 505-226-6932

LOW RATES!
BRAND NEW Fully
Furnished Studio

Apartments – no
credit check & no
lease req. Call Now:
505-225-2673

LOW RATES!
BRAND NEW Fully

Furnished Studio
Apartments – no
credit check & no
lease req. Call Now:
505-225-2673

Body & Soul
Alternative

Medicine

MEDICAL

CANNABIS

Independent Nurse

Practitioner medical

cannabis

evaluations. 505 710-

7430

Licensed

Massage

Alvarado Dr.

NE,Abq,NM 87110;

Bike, tv

furniture,bags.

Unit#C31 Ernesto

Martinez 8201

Marquette Ave NE,apt

A,Abq,NM, 87108;

tools, skis, boxes, tv,

paint.UnitE12 Tamara

Francisco 316

General Somervell

NE, Abq, NM

87123;Furniture,

microwave, printer.

Unit#M24 Curtavias

Franklin 1101 Madiera

Dr NE, Abq,NM

87108;Clothes,

boxes, furniture,baby

items.U nit#P50 The

Church 217 San

Pedro, Abq, NM

87108; Truck. A-1

Self Storage 49 Hotel

Circle NE Unit#82,

Unit#83, Unit#84,

Unit#88 David Dunn

12021 Skyline Rd NE

#502, Abq, NM

87123;

Furniture,washer,mini

refrigerator, tv,

boxes, bags, tote,

clock, stereo, fan.

Unit#160 Michael

Daniels 810 Eubank

#215, Abq, NM

87123;

Computer,stereo,pain

t,tile,tv cart. A-1 Self

Storage 9735 Menaul

Blvd Unit#150

Kristina Trujillo 5320

Los Abuelos Ct SW,

Abq, NM 87105;

Stroller,

clock,trunk,clothes.

Unit#154 Angela

Romero 534 Virginia

St NE, Abq, NM

87108;Tables,bags

speakers,ottoman,

crutches, fan.A-1 Self

Storage 58 S. Zamora

Rd Unit#I213 Laure

Tiera 132

Tumbleweed Rd,

Sandia Park, NM

87047; Car seat, fan,

rug, bags, boxes,

clothes.Auction Sale

Date 7/16/2020 Ad

runs Friday 7/3/2020

and Friday 7/10/2020 

Classified

PLACIDITY

MASSAGE OPEN

Placidity Massage

Now Open

Albuquerque-

massagetherapy.co

m 6200 Montgomery

NE 5053393992

Regular 60 per hour,

Now 50 Ask about

our hot stone

therapy LMT:8209

Employment
CAREGIVERS

NEEDED

Silver Lining

Services, LLC

Albuquerque Satellite

Office 3250 Coors

Blvd NW Suite D

Accepting

applications for A

Personal Care

Services Caregiver in

Albuquerque and

surrounding area.

Qualified candidates

must be genuinely

interested in helping

people who are

elderly or who have

disabilities of any

kind. Complete an

application at 3250

Coors Blvd NW Suite

D. Silver Lining

Services, LLC is an

equal employment

opportunity

employer. 
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CROSSWORD | “SUGAR FREE” DO AWAY WITH THAT SUGARY SUFFIX | by Matt Jones

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE AT ALIBI.COM

© 2020 Matt Jones

Across

1 Movie in a case, e.g.

4 $, at a currency exchange

7 Web traffic goal

13 Sign up for

15 "Insecure" star Issa

16 Wear

17 Boss of all mischievous sprites?

19 Singer Grande

20 Jazz singer Laine

21 How a typesetter turns a president into a resident?

23 "What's this now?"

24 Nebraska's largest city

26 Cross-country hauler

27 Reduce in rank

29 "Miracle Workers" network

32 Racket

33 Fanged movie creature, for short

34 Largest country bordering the Mediterranean

38 Expensive version of an East Asian board game?

41 Narrowest possible election margin

42 Neighbor of Tex.

45 NHL division

48 Numerical prefix

49 The last world capital, alphabetically

51 Dove sounds

53 Roster listing

56 YouTube interrupters

57 Removing the word before "and behold"?

60 Voting rights org.

62 Certain book page size

63 Good publicity for characters like Grimace,

Amethyst, and Twilight Sparkle?

66 Late WWE wrestler Dusty

67 Charlemagne's domain, briefly

68 "It must have been something ___"

69 "___ Rides Again" (classic western)

70 "Then what?"

71 Vulpine critter

Down

1 Turntablists, familiarly
2 Receipt
3 One with a mission
4 Geller who claims to be telepathic
5 "The Metamorphosis" character Gregor
6 Profundity
7 Coffeehouse order
8 Innocent fun
9 Harvard and Princeton, e.g.
10 Came to a close
11 Video game company with a famous cheat code
12 Fasten securely, perhaps
14 "Born," in some announcements
18 Ginseng or ginger, e.g.
22 Like video games for the 13-19 set
23 Like almost all primes
25 Sparse
28 Dos times dos times dos
30 Piece of cake
31 Papal topic
35 Devoted
36 Day-___
37 Stunned
39 Doc for head colds
40 Vegetable part that can be served in a salad (as
opposed to a gumbo)
43 Paved the way for
44 Sit-up targets
45 International agreement
46 "Well said"
47 State gambling games
50 High-priority notation
52 City, in Germany
54 A as in "Aristotle"
55 Lament
58 Bon ___ ("Holocene" band)
59 Prone to butting in
61 151, in Roman numerals
64 Color meaning "stop" internationally
65 Dinosaur in the "Toy Story" movies
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